So far we have an exhibit subject and some possible objects. Now, where do you want to display your exhibit?

Look for a place around your home and be creative! Maybe your display can be outside? Can you repurpose a bookshelf? Can you build a display out of boxes? Can you use a corner in a room?

In picking a space to display your object, you may run into some challenges. This is why it is helpful to design or place your possible objects in the space.

Some exhibit designers like to sketch what a display might look like. Others like to place objects in the space and move them and the display around. Or some even create a model of their exhibit to play around further.

Figure out what works best for you! Gather all your possible objects together, find a space or two, and start imagining!
I decided to sketch out what I want my exhibit to look like! My exhibit is being displayed on shelves in my living room, so I need to make sure I have enough space for what I want to show off. Next I'll gather my objects and see if my idea for the space works!

http://auburnheights.org/learn/exhibit-activity/